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Question 1: 

        Business Plan is heart of any new project and without a detailed plan, no business can be successful. 

Describe in detail how Business Plan is written, highlighting contents of its different components with giving 
example for each section? 
 

Answer: 

 

Business Plan: 
                              A business plan is a written document that describes in detail how a business—usually a new 

one—is going to achieve its goals. A business plan lays out a written plan from a marketing, financial and 

operational viewpoint. 

Business plans are important to allow a company to lay out its goals and attract investment. They are also a way 

for companies to keep themselves on track going forward. 

Although they're especially useful for new companies, every company should have a business plan. Ideally, a 

company would revisit the plan periodically to see if goals have been met or have changed and evolved. 

Sometimes, a new business plan is prepared for an established business that is moving in a new direction. 

Understanding Business Plans: 
                                                     A business plan is a fundamental tool any startup business needs to have in 

place prior to beginning its operations. Usually, banks and venture capital firms make a viable business plan a 

prerequisite to the investment of funds in a business. 

Even though it may work, operating without a business plan is not a good idea. In fact, very few companies are 

able to last without one. There are definitely more benefits to creating and sticking to a business plan including 

being able to think through ideas without putting too much money into them—and, ultimately, losing in the end. 

A good business plan should outline all the costs and the downfalls of each decision a company makes. Business 

plans, even among competitors in the same industry, are rarely identical. But they all tend to have the same 

elements, including an executive summary of the business and a detailed description of the business, its services 

and/or products. It also states how the business intends to achieve its goals. 

The plan should include at least an overview of the industry of which the business will be a part, and how it will 

distinguish itself from its potential competitors. 

Elements of a Business Plan: 
                                                     As mentioned above, no two business plans are the same. But they all have the 

same elements. Below are some of the common and most important parts of a business plan. 

Executive summary: This section outlines the company and includes the mission statement along with any 

information about the company's leadership, employees, operations, and location. 

Products and services: Here, the company can outline the products and services it will offer, and may also 

include pricing, product lifespan, and benefits to the consumer. Other factors that may go into this section include 

production and manufacturing processes, any patents the company may have, as well as proprietary technology. 

Any information about research and development (R&D) can also be included here. 

Market analysis: A firm needs a good handle of the industry as well as its target market. It will outline the 

competition and how it factors in the industry, along with its strengths and weaknesses. 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/marketing.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/v/venturecapital.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/m/missionstatement.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/patent.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/proprietarytechnology.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/f/firm.asp


Marketing strategy: This area describes how the company will attract and keep its customer base and how it 

intends to reach the consumer. This means a clear distribution channel must be outlined. 

Financial planning: In order to attract the party reading the business plan, the company should include 

any financial planning and/or projections. Financial statements, balance sheets, and other financial information 

may be included for already-established businesses. New businesses may include targets for the first few years of 

the business and any potential investors. 

Budget: Any good company needs to have a budget in place. This includes costs related to staffing, 

development, manufacturing, marketing, and any other expenses related to the business. 

Types of Business Plans: 
                                             Business plans help companies identify their objectives and remain on track. They 

can help companies start and manage themselves, and to help grow after they're up and running. They also act as 

a means to get people to work with and invest in the business. 

Although there are no right or wrong business plans, they can fall into two different categories—traditional or 

lean startup. According to the Small Business Administration, the traditional business plan is the most common. 

They are standard, with much more detail in each section. These tend to be much longer and require a lot more 

work. 

Lean startup business plans, on the other hand, use a standard structure even though they aren't as common in the 

business world. These business plans are short—as short as one page—and have very little detail. If a company 

uses this kind of plan, they should expect to provide more detail if an investor or lender requests it. 

KEY TAKEAWAYS: 

• A business plan is a written document describing how businesses—both new and established—plan to 

achieve their goals. 

• Businesses may come up with a lengthier traditional business plan or a shorter lean startup business plan. 

• Good business plans should include an executive summary, products and services, financial planning, 

marketing strategy and analysis, financial planning, and a budget. 

Special Considerations 

Financial Projections: 

                                        A complete business plan must include a set of financial projections for the business. 

These forward-looking projected financial statements are often called pro-forma financial statements or simply 

the "pro-formas." They include the overall budget, current and projected financing, a market analysis, and its 

marketing strategy approach. 

In a business plan, a business owner projects revenues and expenses for a certain period of time and describes the 

operational activity and costs related to the business. 

Other Considerations for a Business Plan: 

The idea behind putting together a business plan is to enable owners to have a more defined picture of potential 

costs and drawbacks to certain business decisions and to help them modify their structures accordingly before 

implementing these ideas. It also allows owners to project what type of financing is required to get their 

businesses up and running. 

The length of the business plan varies greatly from business-to-business. All of the information should fit into a 

15- to 20-page document. If there are crucial elements of the business plan that take up a lot of space—such as 

applications for patents—they should be referenced in the main plan and included as appendices. 

https://www.investopedia.com/articles/financialcareers/06/financialplanningquiz.asp
https://www.sba.gov/business-guide/plan-your-business/write-your-business-plan
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/proforma.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/011215/what-difference-between-intrinsic-value-and-current-market-value.asp


If there are any especially interesting aspects of the business, they should be highlighted and used to attract 

financing. For example, Tesla Motors.'s electric car business essentially began only as a business plan. 

A business plan is not meant to be a static document. As the business grows and evolves, so too should the 

business plan. An annual review of the plan allows an entrepreneur to update it when taking markets into 

consideration. It also provides an opportunity to look back and see what has been achieved and what has not. 

Think of it as a living document that grows and evolves with your business. 

 

Question# 2 : 

Consider yourself an “Entrepreneurship” and you want to start a new business. 
Prepare a “Business Plan” for your new venture detailing and describing all the steps required to start this 
business. (Business Plan for any Product or Service). 
 

Answer: 

Business Plan 
 

PSO (Pakistan state oil) 

 

Executive Summary: 

 

Pakistan State Oil (PSO) limited is a well-known petroleum company in Pakistan having petrol stations all 

around the country. The company is considered as a market leader in the oil industry and providing finest oil to 

public and key sectors of Pakistan since the time of its establishment in 1974. It is believed that the PSO will get 

a considerable response of potential customers if it will enter in any other business. 

 

Business 
PSO will initially introduce cash wash services at the Poth war road petrol station to check the response of 

customers and then after three years the company will expand its services to other locations. Three types of 

services will be offered such as outside washing, inside cleaning and detailing. At this time, PSO has a small 

number of competitors who are not threat for the company as they are providing just basic car wash services. 

PSO will offer 20% less prices compared to competitors with high quality services using latest technological 

equipment and machinery. At the beginning, the company will hire minimum but competitive staff to reduce the 

initial costs of business operations. Using the entrepreneur skills the company will be engaged with several 

professional bodies (e.g. accountancy firms, lawyers, and other consultants) before and after starting the car wash 

services. 

 

Customers 

PSO will segment the customers on the basis of car ownership. The potential customers 

can be divided into three chief groups such as individual owners, local businesses, and cardealers. Individual car 

owners will include owners of new cars, lifetime owners, and ownersof old luxury vehicles, and sports car 

owners. Car dealers will include the businesses sellingnew and used cars within three to five miles from the 

Pothwar road petrol station inIslamabad. Finally, several local businesses having vehicles for business use will 

requireexterior washing and interior cleaning services probably during weekends. The sales andtargeting 

strategies of the company will be based on one-to-one basis so that each customerwill feel that he is a valued 

customer of PSO, and the company cares about him inmaintaining his vehicles 

PSO aims to position itself as an excellent car wash serving company in Islamabad. Thecompany has forecasted 

24% net profit/sales margin in the first year, and 32 and 35% in thefollowing years by generating high gross 

profit margin. The following graph showsforecasted sales, gross margin, and net profit of the company. 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/a/annualreport.asp


 
1. Business Description 
1.1 Company Background 

 

Pakistan State Oil (PSO) is a public limited company which was established in 1974 whenPakistani government 

acquired two giant oil companies such as Dawood Petroleum Limitedand Pakistan National Oil. Currently, PSO 

is a market leader in oil and energy sectors 

and provides finest fuel to armed forces, power stations, railways, and other sectors. Thecompany achieved a 

gross profit margin of Rs. 14.80 billion in 2011 and maintained itsleadership position as a market leader in the 

black oil market with nearly 66% market share.Furthermore, PSO reported Rs. 975 billion net sales revenue at 

the end of 2011. 

1.2 Aim 

PSO aims to offer a premium car washing service for all types of car owners in Islamabadwhich is the capital of 

Pakistan. 

1.3 Objectives 

The underlying objectives of Pakistan State Oil (PSO) car wash service are stated below:1. 

  

To be known as top quality car wash service in Islamabad city2. 

  

To achieve and preserve high gross profit margin3. 

  

To uphold a self-effacing, gradually increasing net profit margin4. 

  

To expand to other locations within the city after three years of service 

 

1.4 Start-up Requirements 

The company itself will bear the initial expenses utilising its retained earnings from the 

oil business. In Pakistan, the petrol stations are usually situated on a large piece of land andtherefore some empty 

space can be used for car wash services. But PSO station at Pothwarroad does not cover a wide area as it is 

located in between commercial market and residentialarea. Therefore, the property near to the petrol station will 

be rented for at least three yearswith an option to extend for another three years afterwards.Although, PSO is a 

public limited company, so it will set a meeting with major shareholdersand lawyers to discuss rental agreement 

and other major legal issues. In addition, the 

 

company will advise managers to make arrangements for designing logo, brochures,letterhead, and other 

necessary stationary items. PSO has been involved in the oil businessand not aware with the car wash business 

which is extremely different service; therefore, thecompany will consult with an acquaintance to devise a proper 

and effective system to ensureefficient service delivery especially during peak time.The rent of the premises and 

insurance will be approximately Rs. 120,000 (£800) and Rs.20,000 (£130) respectively. Both rent and insurance 

are the fixed monthly expenses andtherefore will be paid by direct debit. The equipment and machinery related 

expenses usuallyinclude: two heavy-duty vacuum cleaners, three high-power water pumps, and twocomputers. 



All the equipment and machinery are expected to depreciate 10% each year. Thecompany will also need to 

construct a small waiting room for customers with all basicfacilities. This will be constructed for nearly Rs. 

230,000 (£1500). Table 1 shows the basicstart-up requirements whereas figure 2 shows estimated start-up 

expenses, assets,investments, and loans. 

 

 
  



2. Business Opportunities 
 

PSO will initially introduce cash wash services at the Pothwar road petrol station to check theresponse of 

customers and then after three years the company will expand its services to otherlocations. The Pothwar petrol 

station is located in between commercial market and residentialarea so it is believed that both car owners and 

business customers will be attracted. 

The potential customers can be divided into three chief groups such as individual owners, local businesses, and c

ar dealers. Table 2 and figure 3 illustrate the market analysis of potentialcustomers 

 

 
  



2.1 Competitors: 

 
Many local poor children on the roads often offer car wash and cleaning services in Pakistan.However, this 

option is suitable for price conscious people who do not like to clean theirvehicles themselves. PSO will 

therefore target such people by offering them weekly ormonthly package for car wash and cleaning services. On 

the other hand, the hand car washservices are offered by many garages and car companies like Toyota, Honda, 

and Ford etc.But they are very costly in providing such services. Also, the services of car companies arerestricted 

to new car owners only for a particular time period. PSO will target 

these customers by offering 20% less prices and also providing them additional quality based hand andmachine 

wash, and waxed services as they do not mind spending money for quality servicesto keep their vehicles in 

excellent condition. 

2.2 Competitive Advantage: 
 

As mentioned earlier that PSO has a market leadership position in the oil sector and providing premium oil to 

many sectors including the general public. Therefore, the companyalready has a competitive edge over other 

petroleum companies. This excellent reputation ofthe company will help PSO to gain competitive advantage in 

car wash and cleaning servicesas well. In addition, a great deal of focus on developing a proper and effective 

system toensure efficient service delivery especially during peak time will be a plus point for thecompany. 

Currently, no big companies are in the business of car wash, so it is the best 

opportunity for PSO to establish new car wash and cleaning services with excellent quality inorder to retain 

regular customers. 

 

3. Marketing Strategy 

 

3.1 Market Analysis 
Although, PSO is a nationwide organisation but it will start car wash services in the city ofIslamabad because of 

several market benefits. For example, Islamabad is a capital of Pakistanand different from other cities in terms of 

modernisation, traffic, culture, social values, andeconomic condition of the inhabitants and expatriates. In most 

of the cities in Pakistan,Rickshaw is used instead of Taxi but in Islamabad Taxi is preferred because of fluency 

oftraffic and also due to international arrivals in foreign embassies located here. So it is believed that taxi 

drivers would also get benefit from the car wash facility at PSO station. Inaddition, the car wash and car detailing 

facilities will also attract many rich people living inaround the station as they often like to own and/or lease new 

car models. 

3.2 Market Segmentation 

PSO will segment the customers on the basis of car ownership. The following subsectionsdescribe different types 

of car owners 

3.2.1 Owners of new cars 

In Pakistan, the new car owners often feel pride in their cars and it is believed thatthey will bring them for hand 

car washing and detailing services. PSO will aim to informthese potential customers that the company have 

started such services for keeping their carlooking good and clean. 

3.2.2 Lifetime owners 
Many people in Pakistan are loyal to their cars and own them for at least five years.They will occasionally bring 

them for car wash when they are dirty. In addition, somelifetime owners like cleaning and presentable look of 

their vehicles and for this purpose theywill bring them for car wash and inside car cleaning services 

3.2.3 Owners of old luxury vehicles 

These owners like to enjoy relaxed driving; so they either have old luxury cars for along period of time or are not 

capable of affording new luxury vehicles. Both types of carowners wish to maintain their vehicles and will bring 

them for regular cleaning and washes. 

3.2.4 Local businesses 

In Islamabad, many cars are company owned for providing pick and drop services tostaffs and for other business 

uses. These companies are very much concerned to preservetheir company image, so they will be regular 

weekend customers of PSO for exterior carwashing and interior cleaning services. 



3.2.5 Car dealers 
Several new and second-hand car dealers have their showrooms within three to fivemiles from the Pothwar road 

petrol station in Islamabad. It is believed that they will also useoutside car wash service before putting 

vehicles on sale. 

 

3.2.6 Owners of sports cars 
Sports car owners are mostly youngsters who give high importance to the look andcleanliness of their cars. They 

are also arrogance about the look, cleanliness, and tidiness oftheir cars. Therefore, they will also prefer car wash 

and cleaning services at least once aweek. 

 

3.3 Targeting Segmented Customers 

PSO will set the targeting strategy to attract potential customers who will become regularusers of its new service. 

In fact, it will not hard to gain the attention of business owners, cardealers, and retired people especially during 

quiet times i.e. weekends, summer holidays, andfree time after work. However, it will be hard to attract these 

people for car wash servicesduring winter season as most of the people in Pakistan like to stay inside the 

buildings due tocold weather. In this regard, PSO will offer special discounts on washing, cleaning, anddetailing 

services. The targeting strategy of PSO to attract people is as follows: 

  
 New car owners will be targeted through advertisements on various media channelsafter office timings because 

they are usually business people who have a very busyschedule but they often have free time for themselves after 

work 

Owners of old luxury cars are usually retired people who often are not bound tofollow particular schedules and 

also do not have any particular responsibilities; sothey will be regular weekday customers 

 New and used car dealers will be targeted by offering them special services before9AM so they will be able to 

put their vehicles on sale after that 

Local businesses will be targeted by offering them special services during theweekends as they are very busy 

during the working days 

 

3.4 Implementation of Strategy 
The popular brand name of PSO nationwide is the key differentiator of its car wash services.The company has 

millions of loyal customers due to its finest quality fuel provision. In this 

regard, the company’s strategy for sales and marketing will be based on one 

-to-one basis,with a special focus on attracting regular and loyal customers of the business. PSO expects 

that most of the customers will come on ‘word of mouth’ advertisement basis. 

  

3.5 Sales Strategy and Forecast 
The sales strategy will be based on one-to-one basis and thus each customer will feel that heis a valued customer 

of PSO, and the company cares about him in maintaining his vehicles. 

 



 
Estimated unit increase: 25% 

Table 3 provides a forecasted sale for three years based on the strategy of marketsegmentation. It is estimated the 

sales tend to be higher in summer season and will decline inwinter. Figure 4 below represents forecasted sales 

information graphically. 

 
4. Business Operations 

 

4.1 Services offered 
PSO will render three types of car wash services to customers:1. 

  

Outside car washing;2. 

  

Inside car cleaning; and3. 

  

Car detailing 

 



 

4.2 Management 
PSO is a public limited company and therefore has many relations with other PLCs that canhelp the company on 

an official and unofficial basis. As the company is the market leader inthe oil industry from last 40 years, so the 

management is well experienced and has enrichedentrepreneur skills to run any business. PSO is engaged with 

several Chartered Accountancy 

  

firms that will help it in finding the ways to create long-term value for the firm. In addition,the company had the 

experience of working with several legal firms to overcome problematicissues in the past. This will consequently 

allow PSO to handle several critical regulatoryissues. 

 

4.3 Personnel Plan 
The car washing is a seasonal business and will be extremely busy in summer months. In thisregard, PSO will 

rely on less permanent and many temporary staffs. At the beginning, PSOwill employ only one specialist for full- 

time car wash and several trainers. ‘Muhammad’ will 

 be respon 

sible for hiring temporary staff whereas ‘Harris’ will be responsible for handling 

outside matters such as rent agreement and press releases etc. In addition, the business 

manager ‘Iram Khan’ will be responsible for developing marketing plans, strategies, 

 paperwork, and handling other internal issues. The payroll plan for the permanent staff isillustrated in table 4. 

 

4.4 Milestones 

Figure 5 shows the milestones and business operations of new car wash service 

 

 

 

 



5. Financial Plan 

 
The PSO Company itself will bear the initial expenses utilising its retained earnings from theoil business. It is 

believed that the company does not need to borrow any loan to bear initialexpenditures. Over the next two years, 

the company will gradually increase its net profitmargin and after three years it will be able to open another 

branch on another location withinthe city. The financial plan of PSO is outlined in the following subsections. 

 

5.1 Break-even Analysis 
Figure 6 illustrates monthly break-even analysis calculations where estimated units are takenon the x-axis and 

estimated monthly revenue is taken on y-axis 

 
5.2 Projected Profit and Loss 

Table 5 shows the projected profit and loss account by illustrating income and expenses forthree years. Similarly, 

figure 6 demonstrates net profits of the PSO Company from year 1 toyear 3. 

 

  



 

 



 

 



Ques# 3 ( Part A) 

What are the three main forms of business organization, and what factors should a company’s owners 
consider when selecting a business form? 

Answer: 

Forms of Business Entities 

                                           The type of business entity you choose will depend on three primary factors: 

liability, taxation and record-keeping. Here's a quick look at the differences between the most common forms 

of business entities: 

• A sole proprietorship is the most common form of business organization. It's easy to form and offers 

complete managerial control to the own. However, the owner is also personally liable for all financial 

obligations of the business. 

  

• A partnership involves two or more people who agree to share in the profits or losses of a business. A 

primary advantage is that the partnership does not bear the tax burden of profits or the benefit of losses-

profits or losses are "passed through" to partners to report on their individual income tax returns. A 

primary disadvantage is liability-each partner is personally liable for the financial obligations of the 

business. 

  

• A corporation is a legal entity that is created to conduct business. The corporation becomes an entity-

separate from those who founded it-that handles the responsibilities of the organization. Like a person, 

the corporation can be taxed and can be held legally liable for its actions. The corporation can also make a 

profit. The key benefit of corporate status is the avoidance of personal liability. The primary disadvantage 

is the cost to form a corporation and the extensive record-keeping that's required. While double taxation is 

sometimes mentioned as a drawback to incorporation, the S corporation (or Subchapter corporation, a 

popular variation of the regular C corporation) avoids this situation by allowing income or losses to be 

passed through on individual tax returns, similar to a partnership. 

  

• A hybrid form of partnership, the limited liability company (LLC) , is gaining in popularity because it 

allows owners to take advantage of the benefits of both the corporation and partnership forms of business. 

The advantages of this business format are that profits and losses can be passed through to owners 

without taxation of the business itself while owners are shielded from personal liability. 

Selecting a Business Entity: 

                                               When making a decision about the type of business to form, there are several 

criteria you need to evaluate. Kalish and EnviroTech co-owner John Berthold focused on the following areas 

when they chose the business format for their company: 

1. Legal liability. To what extent does the owner need to be insulated from legal liability? This was a 

consideration for EnviroTech, says Kalish. He and Berthold had a hefty investment in equipment, and the 

contracts they work on are substantial. They didn't want to take on personal liability for potential losses 

associated with the business. "You need to consider whether your business lends itself to potential liability and, if 

so, if you can personally afford the risk of that liability," Kalish says. "If you can't, a sole proprietorship or 

partnership may not be the best way to go." 

Carol Baker is the owner of The Company Corporation, a firm based in Wilmington, Delaware, that offers 

incorporation services. She points to the protection of personal assets as "the number-one reason our clients 

incorporate. In case of a lawsuit or judgment against your business, no one can seize your personal assets. It's the 

only rock-solid protection for personal assets that you can get in business." 



2. Tax implications. Based on the individual situation and goals of the business owner, what are the 

opportunities to minimize taxation? 

Baker points out that there are many more tax options available to corporations than to proprietorships or 

partnerships. As mentioned before, double taxation, a common disadvantage often associated with incorporation, 

can be avoided with S corporation status. An S corporation, according to Baker, is available to companies with 

less than 70 shareholder returns; business losses can help reduce personal tax liability, particularly in the early 

years of a company's existence. 

3. Cost of formation and ongoing administration. Tax advantages, however, may not offer enough benefits to 

offset other costs of conducting business as a corporation. 

Kalish refers to the high cost of record-keeping and paperwork, as well as the costs associated with 

incorporation, as one reason that business owners may decide to choose another option--such as a sole 

proprietorship or partnership. Taking care of administrative requirements often eats up the owner's time and 

therefore creates costs for the business. 

It's the record-keeping requirements and the costs associated with them that led Kalish to identify the sole 

proprietorship as a very popular form of business entity. It's the type of entity in place at his other business, 

Nationwide Telemarketing. 

"I would always take sole proprietorship as a first option," he says. "If you're the sole proprietor and you own 

100 percent of the business, and you're not in a business where a good umbrella insurance policy couldn't take 

care of potential liability problems, I would recommend a sole proprietorship. There's no real reason to encumber 

yourself with all the reporting requirements of a corporation unless you're benefiting from tax implications or 

protection from liability." 

4. Flexibility. Your goal is to maximize the flexibility of the ownership structure by considering the unique 

needs of the business as well as the personal needs of the owner or owners. Individual needs are a critical 

consideration. No two business situations will be the same, particularly when multiple owners are involved. No 

two people will have the same goals, concerns or personal financial situations. 

5. Future needs. When you're first starting out in business, it's not uncommon to be "caught up in the moment." 

You're consumed with getting the business off the ground and usually aren't thinking of what the business might 

look like five or ten-let alone three-years down the road. What will happen to the business after you die? What if, 

after a few years, you decide to sell your part of a business partnership? 

The issue of ownership was a key one for EnviroTech. "When we started EnviroTech," Kalish remembers, "our 

reasoning for forming it as a corporation was because of ownership; we wanted to be able to bring in 

stockholders as we grew." 

"A corporation's capital," Baker says, "can be expanded at any time in a private offering by issuing and selling 

additional shares of stock. This is especially helpful when banks are being tight with money." 

Another important question to ask yourself is, "What do I want to happen to the business when I'm no longer 

around to run it?" While a sole proprietorship or partnership may dissolve upon the death of its owner or owners, 

a corporation can be readily distributed to family members. 

Keep in mind that the business structure you start out with may not meet your needs in years to come. Many sole 

proprietorships evolve into some other form of business-like a partnership or corporation-as the company grows 

and the needs of the owners change. 

 



Ques# 3 ( Part B) 

  What are advantages and disadvantages of a business venture when operated 
as a partnership?  

Answer: 

Advantages of a business partnership: 
 
The business partnership offers a lot of advantages to those who choose to use it. 

 

Easy to get started: 
 

The partners can agree to create the partnership verbally or in writing. There’s no need to register with 

Companies House and registering the business partnership for taxation with HMRC is quite simple. The partners 

will also individually need to register for self assessment, which they can do online. 

Although it will take longer and incur additional cost, it’s usually sensible to put in place a partnership 

agreement. This documents how the partnership will work, the rights and responsibilities of partners and what 

would happen in various possible situations, including if the partners fundamentally disagree or someone wants 

to leave. 

 

Sharing the burden: 

Compared to operating on your own as a sole trader, by working in a business partnership you can benefit from 

companionship and mutual support. Starting and managing a business alone can feel stressful and daunting, 

particularly if you’ve not done it before. In a partnership, you’re in it together. 

 

Access to knowledge, skills, experience and contacts: 

Each partner will bring their own knowledge, skills, experience and contacts to the business, potentially giving 

it a better chance of success than any of the partners trading individually. 

Partners can share out tasks, with each specialising in areas they’re best at and enjoy most. So if one partner has 

a financial background, they could focus on maintaining the company books, while another may have 

previously worked extensively in sales and therefore take ownership of that side of the business. As a sole 

trader, by contrast, you’d have to do all of this yourself (or manage someone you employ to do some of it). 

 

Better decision-making: 

Compared with operating on your own, in a partnership the business benefits from the unique perspective brought by 

each partner. In business, very often two heads really are better than one, with the combined conclusion of debating a 

situation far better than what each partner could have achieved individually. 

 

Privacy: 

Compared to a limited company, the affairs of a partnership business can be kept confidential by the partners. By 

contrast, in a limited company certain documents are available for public inspection at Companies House and a 

company’s shareholders can choose to inspect various registers and other documents the company is required to 

keep. 

 

Ownership and control are combined: 

In a limited company, ownership and day to day management of the business is split between shareholders and 

directors (although they’re often the same people). That can mean that directors are constrained by shareholder 

preferences in pursuing what they see as the best interests of the business. 

By contrast, in a business partnership, the partners both own and control the business. As long as the partners can 

agree how to operate and drive forward the partnership, they’re free to pursue that without interference from any 

shareholders. This can make a partnership business potentially more flexible than a limited company, with the 
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ability to adapt more quickly to changing circumstances. 

 

More partners, more capital: 

The more partners there are, the more money there may be available from their combined resources to invest into 

the business, which can help to fuel growth. Together, their borrowing capacity is also likely to be greater. 
 

Disadvantages of a business partnership: 
 

While there are lots of benefits of a partnership business, this model also carries a number of important 

disadvantages. 

 

The business has no independent legal status: 

A business partnership has no independent legal existence distinct from the partners. By default, unless a 

partnership agreement with alternative provisions is put in place, it will be dissolved upon the resignation or 

death of one of the partners. This possibility can cause insecurity and instability, divert attention from developing 

the business and will often not be the preferred outcome of the remaining partners. 

Even if a partnership agreement is in place, the remaining partners may not be in a position to purchase the 

outgoing partner’s share of the business. In that case, the business will likely still need to be dissolved. 

 

Unlimited liability: 

Again because the business does not have a separate legal personality, the partners are personally liable for debts 

and losses incurred. So if the business runs into trouble your personal assets may be at risk of being seized by 

creditors, which would generally not be the case if the business was a limited company. 

The partners are jointly and severally liable. As one partner can bind the partnership, you can effectively find 

yourself paying for the actions of the other partners. If your partners are unable to settle debts, you’ll be 

responsible for doing so. In an extreme example where you only own 10% of the partnership, if your partners 

have no assets you might end up having to settle 100% of the debts of the partnership and need to sell your 

possessions in order to do so. 

 

Perceived lack of prestige: 

Like a sole trader, the partnership business model often appears to lack the sense of prestige more associated with 

a limited company. Especially given their lack of independent existence aside from the partners themselves, 

partnerships can appear to be temporary enterprises, although many partnerships are in fact very long-lasting. 

This appearance of impermanence, and the fact that the partnership’s financials cannot be independently checked 

at Companies House, can appear to present more risk. Because of this, some clients (more so in certain 

industries) will prefer to deal with a limited company and even refuse to transact with a partnership business. 

 

Limited access to capital: 

While a combination of partners is likely to be able to contribute more capital than a sole trader, a partnership 

will often still find it more difficult to raise money than a limited company. 

Banks may prefer the greater accounting transparency, separate legal personality and sense of permanence that a 

limited company provides. To the extent that a partnership business is seen as higher risk, a bank will either be 

unwilling to lend or will only do so on less generous terms. 

Several other forms of long-term finance are not available to partnerships. Most importantly, they cannot issue 

shares or other securities in exchange for investment in the way a limited company can. 

 

Slower, more difficult decision making: 

Compared to running a business as a sole trader, decision-making can be slower as you’ll need to consult and 

discuss matters with your partners. Where you disagree, time will be spent negotiating to build agreement or 

consensus. Sometimes this might mean opportunities are missed. More often, it will frustrate a partner who has 

been used to making all the decisions for their business. 
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Profits must be shared: 

At a basic level, while a sole trader retains all the profits of their business, those of a partnership are shared 

amongst the partners. By default, under the Partnerships Act 1890, profits are shared equally, although that 

position can be amended by a partnership agreement. 

Sharing profits equitably can raise difficult questions. How do you value different partners’ respective skills? 

What happens when one partner is seen to be putting in less time and effort into the partnership, but still taking 

their share of the profits? It’s easy for resentment to occur if there doesn’t appear to be a fair balance between 

effort and reward. 

 

 

Ques# 4 ( Part a) 

Growth Strategies are based upon Knowledge of Product or Market, discuss in your words? Describe four 
growth strategies with giving example of each strategy. 
 

Answer: 

 

Growth Strategies in Business: 
                                                                   Most small companies have plans to grow their business and increase sales 

and profits. However, there are certain methods companies must use for implementing a growth strategy. The 

method a company uses to expand its business is largely contingent upon its financial situation, the competition 

and even government regulation. Some common growth strategies in business include market penetration, market 

expansion, product expansion, diversification and acquisition 
 

Market Penetration Strategy: 
                                                   One growth strategy in business is market penetration. A small company uses a 

market penetration strategy when it decides to market existing products within the same market it has been using. 

The only way to grow using existing products and markets is to increase market share, according to small 

business experts. Market share is the percent of unit and dollar sales a company holds within a certain market vs. 

all other competitors. 

One way to increase market share is by lowering prices. 

 For example, in markets where there is little differentiation among products, a lower price may help a company 

increase its share of the market. 

 

Market Expansion or Development: 
                                              A market expansion growth strategy, often called market development, entails 

selling current products in a new market. There several reasons why a company may consider a market expansion 

strategy. First, the competition may be such that there is no room for growth within the current market. If a 

business does not find new markets for its products, it cannot increase sales or profits. 

A small company may also use a market expansion strategy if it finds new uses for its product. 

 For example, a small soap distributor that sells to retail stores may discover that factory workers also use its 

product. 

 

Product Expansion Strategy: 
                                                      A small company may also expand its product line or add new features to 

increase its sales and profits. When small companies employ a product expansion strategy, also known as product 

development, they continue selling within the existing market. A product expansion growth strategy often works 

well when technology starts to change. A small company may also be forced to add new products as older ones 

become outmoded. 

 

 



Growth Through Diversification:  
                                                              Growth strategies in business also include diversification, where a small 

company will sell new products to new markets. This type of strategy can be very risky. A small company will 

need to plan carefully when using a diversification growth strategy. Marketing research is essential because a 

company will need to determine if consumers in the new market will potentially like the new products. 

 

 
 

Ques# 5 ( Part A) 

Draw a block diagram showing the Marketing System for a new business by highlighting external and internal 
environmental factors 
 

Answer: 

Internal Environment Factors: 

Definition 

The internal factors refer to anything within the company and under the control of the company no matter 

whether they are tangible or intangible. These factors after being figured out are grouped into the strengths and 

weaknesses of the company. If one element brings positive effects to the company, it is considered as strength. 

On the other hand, if a factor prevents the development of the company, it is a weakness. Within the company, 

there are numerous criteria need to be taken into consideration. 

 

 

Block Diagram are given below: 

  



 



External Environmental Factors: 

Definition 

              On the contrary to internal factors, external elements are affecting factors outside and under no control 

of the company. Considering the outside environment allows businessmen to take suitable adjustments to their 

marketing plan to make it more adaptable to the external environment. 

There are numerous criteria considered as external elements. Among them, some of the most outstanding and 

important factors need to listed the are current economic situation, laws, surrounding infrastructure, and customer 

demands. 

Types 

Micro factors: 

1. Customers 
2. Input or Suppliers 
3. Competitors 
4. Public 
5. Marketing & Media 
6. Talent 

Macro factors: 

1. Economic 
2. Political/legal 
3. Technology 
4. Social an 
5. Natural 

  



 


